Abstract: Quantile lters, or rank-order lters, are local image lters which assign quantiles of intensities of the input image within neighbourhoods as output image values. Combining a multivariate quantile de nition developed in matrix-valued morphology with a recently introduced mapping between the RGB colour space and the space of symmetric × matrices, we state a class of colour image quantile lters, along with a class of morphological gradient lters derived from these. We consider variants of these lters based on three matrix norms -the nuclear, Frobenius, and spectral norm -and study their di erences. We investigate the properties of the quantile and gradient lters and their links to dilation and erosion operators. Using amoeba structuring elements, we devise image-adaptive versions of our quantile and gradient lters. Experiments are presented to demonstrate the favourable properties of the lters, and compare them to existing approaches in colour morphology.
Introduction
The core of mathematical morphology is formed by the study of grey-value image lters that are equivariant under automorphisms of the image plane and under monotonically increasing transformations of the intensities, see e.g. [18] . Equivariance means that the ltering step and the respective transform of the data commute: transforming the lter result by one of the mentioned transforms yields the same result as if the same transform had been applied to all input values, and the lter applied to the so transformed data. Equivariance under monotonically increasing grey-value maps is often called morphological invariance. This axiomatic definition of morphological ltering, following [18] , includes the most fundamental morphological operations, dilation and erosion, and numerous lters composed of these, but also further lters like the median lter.
. Univariate Rank-Order Filtering and Morphological Gradients
For univariate signals and images, median ltering has been established since Tukey's work [25] as a simple and robust denoising lter with favourable structure-preserving properties. Since the median of a set of data is equivariant with respect to arbitrary monotonically increasing intensity transformations, the median lter is morphologically invariant. The same equivariance with regard to monotonous transformations holds for arbitrary α-quantiles, giving rise to α-quantile lters as a class of morphological lters that nicely interpolate between erosion (α = ), median lter (α = / ) and dilation (α = ). In the univariate setting, it is common to denote quantile lters as rank-order lters. However, with regard to the multivariate case in which no total order on the data underlies the construction of the corresponding lters, the term quantile lters is preferred in the context of this paper.
An interesting lter derived from morphological dilation and erosion is the (self-dual) morphological gradient, or Beucher gradient [20] , de ned as the di erence between dilation and erosion of the input image with the same structuring element. It provides an approximation to the gradient magnitude |∇u| of the input image u, which is also consistent with the known fact that space-continuous versions of dilation and erosion approximate the Hamilton-Jacobi equations u t = ±|∇u|. Note that the morphological gradient is not morphologically invariant as it depends on grey-value di erences.
The interpolation between dilation and erosion a orded by quantiles motivates to consider also for γ ∈ ( , / ) the di erence between the ( / + γ)-quantile and the ( / − γ)-quantile of the same image with the same structuring element as a morphological gradient operator. We will call morphological gradients established in this way quantile gradients. Already [20] implies this possibility by de ning a gradient operator as the di erence of an extensive and an anti-extensive operator. Based on the observation, see e.g. [36] , that quantile lters for α ≠ / , too, approximate Hamilton-Jacobi equations, it is evident that quantile gradients again approximate |∇u| up to some scaling factor.
. Adaptive Morphology and Amoebas
Like other local image lters, median ltering can be understood as the combination of two steps: rst, a sliding-window selection step, and second, the aggregation of the input values thereby selected. For median ltering, aggregation is done by taking the median; other local lters use di erent aggregation procedures, such as maximum for dilation, etc. Changing the selection rule, away from a xed-shape sliding window towards spatially adaptive neighbourhoods, provides a means to increase the sensitivity of these lters to important image structures; such approaches are summarised as adaptive morphology. One class of such adaptive neighbourhoods are morphological amoebas as introduced by Lerallut et al. [15, 16] . In their construction, one combines spatial distance in the image domain with the intensity contrast into an image-adaptive amoeba metric. Structuring elements called amoebas are then de ned as neighbourhoods of prescribed radius in this amoeba metric. By the construction of the amoeba metric, these neighbourhoods adapt sensitively to image structures.
On the theoretical side, amoeba lters for scalar-valued images have been investigated further in [36, 37] , especially by relating space-continuous versions of them to image lters based on partial di erential equations (PDEs). Put very short, it is proven there that amoeba median ltering is an approximation of the selfsnakes PDE [21] where the speci c choice of the amoeba metric translates into the choice of the edge-stopping function in the self-snakes PDE. Amoeba dilation and erosion lters as well as α-quantile lters with α ≠ / are shown to approximate Hamilton-Jacobi PDEs for front propagation with di erent image-dependent speed functions. These results generalise known facts about non-adaptive lters, namely the approximation of (mean) curvature motion by median ltering [11] , and the previously mentioned relation of dilation and erosion to Hamilton-Jacobi equations with constant speed functions.
. Multivariate Morphological Filters
Due to the favourable robustness and structure preservation of the classical median lter, interest in median ltering procedures for multivariate data developed soon in the image processing community. Recent approaches to median ltering of multivariate images are mostly based on a multivariate generalisation of the median concept that is known in the statistical literature as spatial median or L median. The L median, going back to [12, 30] , has been applied to colour images [24] as well as to di usion tensor images [38, 40] where pixel values are symmetric matrices. Also for morphological dilation and erosion, multivariate counterparts have been developed. Unlike the median, the concepts of supremum and in mum of data values that underlie dilation and erosion require reference to some ordering on the data. For instance, dilation and erosion for di usion tensor data have been established in [7] using the Loewner order [17] of symmetric matrices in connection with the non-strict total ordering relation given by the traces of matrices.
In [4, 6] , this well-understood framework for matrix-valued morphology has been used to establish a concept of colour morphology. To this end, RGB colour images were transformed via an intermediate HCL (huechroma-luminance) colour space to matrix-valued images, such that the matrix-valued supremum from [7] could be used to de ne colour dilation. Analogously, colour erosion is de ned using a matrix-valued in mum. This matrix-valued in mum is derived from the matrix-valued supremum in a slightly di erent way than in [7] because the matrices under consideration are no longer positive de nite; see also Section 2.2 in this paper for details. Recently, [14] used the same colour-matrix translation for colour image median ltering, and in [3] , PDE-based dilation and erosion have been extended to colour images using the same framework. In [39] , colour image quantile lters were de ned on this basis. The present paper provides a generalised and extended account of the work begun in [39] .
Multivariate α-quantile lters that generalise the L median concept were considered in [8] and more recently in the case of matrix-valued images in [40] . These approaches di er in how they handle the inherent directionality of the quantile concept. In [8] it is pointed out that the parameter α of a scalar-valued α-quantile can be rescaled to α − ∈ [− , ] and then describes a direction and amplitude of deviation of the quantile from the median within the input distribution. Thus their quantile concept for n-dimensional data uses a multidimensional parameter from the unit ball in R n in place of α. In contrast, [40] use the magnitude of input matrices as a natural direction of preference to allow for a one-dimensional parameter α as in the scalarvalued case. In the context of our work presented in [39] , in the present paper we follow the quantile de nition from [40] . The rationale behind this choice is that our approach relies on ltering matrix-valued data, where the magnitude of matrix values represents the luminance of the underlying colour values, and thus again constitutes a natural preferred direction. To construct quantile gradients from matrix-valued α-quantile lters is straightforward. However, the application to colour images imposes an additional hurdle if gradient values are to be represented as colour values for convenient visualisation. For this purpose, it is suggested in [5] to use Einstein co-subtraction, which we will also do here.
One more word of care needs to be said. Although the multivariate morphological lters in general, and their matrix-valued versions in particular, mimick numerous properties of scalar-valued morphology, important di erences remain. Not only must one abandon the property of scalar-valued median lter, dilation, and erosion to always yield data values from the input data set; also the PDE limit relationships break down to some extent. As demonstrated in [36] , see also [34] , L -median ltering of multivariate data yields a PDE limit that appears practically unmanageable due to the inconvenient structure of the PDE and its coe cient functions that involve elliptic integrals. It may therefore be of interest to discuss alternatives to the L median lter for multivariate image data, with their possible PDE limits. A rst step into this direction was made in recent work [34] by one of the authors of this paper where a median lter for bivariate data based on the Oja median [19] was considered, and its limit PDE was derived.
. Structure of the Paper
Section 2 collects the de nitions of matrix-valued morphological lters that are used in the sequel, and establishes the connection between matrix-valued quantiles and the matrix-valued suprema and in ma that underlie matrix-valued dilation and erosion. Results are provided for quantiles based on the nuclear, Frobenius, and spectral norm for matrices. Section 3 describes the transformation between colour images and matrix elds that is used afterwards to obtain colour image lters from matrix-valued ones. Moreover, the di erences between lters based on the three matrix norms under consideration are studied in the context of ltering matrices coming from colour data. The ranges in which the so-de ned quantiles of colour data are situated are characterised, and bijective maps are stated that allow to represent lter results within the colour gamut. In Section 4 we recall the construction of amoeba metrics and amoeba structuring elements, and their adaptation to the multivariate setting under consideration. Section 5 presents experiments that demonstrate the e ects of our lters, and compare them to the colour morphology framework by van de Gronde and Roerdink [27, 28] . A short summary and outlook is presented in Section 6. Three appendices accommodate detailed proofs of theorems and propositions from the main part of the paper.
Matrix-Valued Morphological Filters
In this section we recall useful de nitions for matrix-valued median ltering and dilation/erosion, and we show how to construct matrix-valued quantile lters on that basis.
. Median Filter
Notice rst that the median of scalar-valued data x , . . . , x k ∈ R can be stated as
Strictly speaking, this argmin is set-valued for even k, which is commonly disambiguated in some way, e.g. by choosing the arithmetic mean of the two middle data values in this case. The latter convention is somewhat unsatisfactory from the morphologic viewpoint because it introduces an arithmetic operation that is not consistent with morphological invariance. In the multivariate case, however, the set-valuedness will disappear except for degenerate situations. Therefore we do not further extend on this problem here.
Generalising the observation (1) to a multivariate setting, the L median [30] of a tuple (x , . . . , x k ) of points in the Euclidean space R n is de ned to be the point µ that minimises the sum of Euclidean distances to the given data points, i.e.
For data from the set Sym(n) of symmetric n × n matrices, the Euclidean norm x − y in (2) is naturally replaced with a suitable matrix norm X − Y applied to the matrix X − Y. When choosing this matrix norm, invariances inherent to the data domain should be taken into account. A popular choice, with the advantage of computational simplicity, is the Frobenius norm which is de ned for an n × n matrix A = (a i,j )
For A ∈ Sym(n) with eigenvalues λ , . . . , λn one has also
which embeds the Frobenius norm into the family of Schatten norms [22] de ned as
for ≤ p < ∞. Their construction from eigenvalues guarantees favourable invariance properties and makes the entire class of Schatten norms interesting candidates for processing of Sym(n)-valued data. We mention particularly the nuclear norm · (also known as trace norm), and the spectral norm · ∞ that is obtained as a limit case, i.e.
These norms have also been considered for de ning matrix-valued medians in [40] . It should be noticed that the median concept, by referring to a central value of the data distribution, does not make use of the direction of the ordering relation. Therefore also the multivariate median concepts do not require an ordering on the data, and are therefore equivariant under Euclidean rotations of R n .
. Dilation and Erosion
The Loewner order [17] is a half-order for symmetric matrices in which X Y is de ned to hold for matrices X, Y if and only if Y − X is positive semide nite. For any tuple of data values X := (X , . . . , X k ), all matrices that are upper bounds for X with regard to the Loewner order form a convex set,
We remark that U(X) consists of positive (semi-)de nite matrices if X contains at least one positive (semi-)de nite matrix, such that preservation of positive (semi-)de niteness is guaranteed in all cases.
To distinguish within this set a unique supremum of X, an additional total ordering relation is required. As proposed by [7] the non-strict ordering relation that compares matrices by their trace can serve this purpose. The supremum of X is then de ned as minimal element of U(X) with regard to the trace order,
Dilation for matrix-valued images is then achieved by combining selection via a suitable structuring element with aggregation by the supremum operation (8) .
The virtue of the de nition (8) is that the criterion for selecting Sup(X) within U(X) is independent of the data X. Later in this paper we will see modi cations of this de nition. They will involve alternative selection criteria that depend on the data values.
Analogously, erosion is de ned using an in mum of X. This can formally be achieved by constructing a convex set L(X) of lower bound matrices with respect to the Loewner order, and selecting a maximal element of that set by a suitable total ordering criterion. Here, however, the choice of a suitable criterion depends on the nature of the data being processed. The straightforward choice of the trace order as in (8) is appropriate only if the data domain is the entire space Sym(n), i.e. it admits negative de nite or inde nite matrices, as done in [5] . One obtains then the in mum
where −X is the tuple of all matrices −X for X ∈ X. With this de nition, the in mum of a set of positive de nite matrices may possess negative eigenvalues. If positive de nite matrices are being processed, it is more appropriate to de ne as in [7] Inf(X) := Sup(X − ) − (10) using matrix inversion, where X − is the tuple of all matrices X − for X ∈ X. Without reference to the supremum operation (8) , this can be stated as selecting from the set L(X) the matrix for which the sum of reciprocal eigenvalues (the trace of its inverse) is minimal. Since matrix inversion maps the cone of positive de nite symmetric matrices onto itself, this procedure guarantees positive de nite in ma for positive de nite data. Regarding our work in the present paper, the rst choice (9) is appropriate because we will transform the colour space into a convex bicone within Sym( ) that is centered around the origin, and thus admits eigenvalues of arbitrary sign.
. Quantiles
Scalar-valued α-quantiles can be described analogously to (1) if the modulus |x − x i | that penalises positive and negative di erences x − x i symmetrically is replaced with an asymmetric penaliser function fα(x − x i ) such as
The quantile is then given by
As in the case of median ltering, the quantile may be set-valued in the scalar setting, however, as argued before, in our multivariate set-up we do not need to consider this situation.
The described proceeding motivates to de ne matrix-valued quantiles of a set X of symmetric matrices [40] as
where Fα : Sym(n) → Sym(n) is the matrix-valued generalisation of the scalar-valued function fα; given a symmetric matrix Y with spectral decomposition Y = Q diag(λ , . . . , λn)Q T , it is obtained as usual via
For the matrix norm · in (13) the same choices are possible as in the case of the median. As in [40] we consider particularly the nuclear, Frobenius, and spectral norm.
. Matrix Suprema and In ma as Limits of Quantiles
Scalar α-quantiles can be considered to include the minimum and maximum of a tuple of real numbers as special cases for α = and α = . It needs, however, to be noticed that the minimisation characterisation (12) is insu cient for α = or α = since the objective function would be equally minimised by all lower or upper bounds, respectively, of the given scalar data.
When attempting in a similar way to de ne a matrix-valued supremum and in mum as a matrix-valued quantile with α = or α = , respectively, the characterisation (13) of matrix-valued quantiles again becomes de cient, admitting as minimisers all Y from U(X) or L(X), respectively. Like in the de nition of matrix-valued supremum and in mum reviewed in Section 2.2, a proper de nition therefore requires an additional criterion that selects among all these lower bounds.
In the quantile framework, the limit process α → − (α → + ) lends itself as a way to disambiguate the supremum (in mum). Depending on which norm is chosen for the α-quantiles, di erent suprema arise as limits.
Theorem 1.
Let a tuple X = (X , . . . , X k ) of symmetric n × n matrices be given, and denote by Q α, (X), Q α, (X) and Qα,∞(X), the α-quantiles of X with respect to the nuclear, Frobenius, and spectral norms, respectively. Then the following statements describe the limits of these quantiles for α → − : (a) With the nuclear norm, we have
i.e., the matrix supremum Sup(X) from (8) . Moreover, there is anε =ε (k) > such that Q α, (X) = Sup(X) for all α > −ε.
(b) With the Frobenius norm, we have
(c) With the spectral norm, we have
where λ (Z) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix Z (note that λ (Y − X i ) is nonnegative for all Y ∈ U(X)). There exists anε =ε∞(k) > such that Qα,∞(X) = Q ,∞ (X) for all α > −ε.
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. A preliminary version of this theorem and its proof were included in [32] ; note that a mistake in case (b) has been corrected here.
Remark. The consequence of this theorem is that, as an alternative to the use of the total ordering by the trace, the limit process α → of quantiles Qα can be used to select a unique minimal element from U(X) as the supremum of X. In the case of the nuclear norm, this is equivalent to the trace-order criterion (8) , thus leading to the matrix supremum introduced in [7] . In particular, in this case the limit, i.e. the supremum, is robust regarding small changes of those X i ∈ X for which Sup(X) − X i is positive de nite, i.e. the supremum does not change if these data values undergo small variations as long as the positive de niteness of Sup(X) − X i does not change.
The limits Q , and Q ,∞ in the Frobenius norm and spectral norm cases can be seen as alternative concepts of matrix-valued suprema that generalise (8) . However, minimal elements are chosen from U(X) using criteria that depend on the data values X i themselves. Depending on application contexts, this could be seen as an advantage or disadvantage, and deserves more detailed investigation in future work.
A simple example demonstrating the di erences between the three suprema will be presented in Section 3.2.
Matrix in ma, which can be de ned analogously by the limit process α → + , also obey statements corresponding to those of Theorem 1. Case (a), the nuclear norm, here leads to the matrix in mum (9) (that does not guarantee preservation of positive de niteness).
Translating Between Colours and Symmetric Matrices
We start by recalling the conversion procedure from intensity triples (r, g, b) in RGB colour space to symmetric × matrices A ∈ Sym( ) as introduced in [4] and used in [3, 14] . By pixelwise application, an RGB image u is transformed into a matrix eld F of equal dimensions.
. From RGB Triples to Symmetric Matrices
The conversion from [4] is a two-step procedure. Each RGB triple (r, g, b) is rst mapped non-linearly into a (slightly modi ed) HCL colour space. The second step is a Euclidean isometry from the HCL space into the space Sym( ).
To begin with the rst step, let an intensity triple (r, g, b) with ≤ r, g, b ≤ be given. Using the abbreviations
we compute hue h ∈ [ , ), chroma c ∈ [ , ], and luminance l ∈ [− , ] as
Except for a rescaling of the luminance, this corresponds to Algorithm 8.6.3 from [1] . The values from (18) represent colours in a cylindrical coordinate system, with c as radial, πh as angular, and l as axial coordinate. The gamut of RGB colours represented by the cube [ , ] is thereby bijectively mapped onto the bi-cone Γ given by c + |l| ≤ .
For the second step, we transform the cylindrical coordinates (c, h, l) to Cartesian coordinates by x = c cos( πh), y = c sin( πh), z = l. The gamut of the bi-cone is shown in Figure 1 . Further, the Cartesian coordinates are transformed to symmetric matrices A(x, y, z) ∈ Sym( ) via
Note that (19) de nes an isometry between the Euclidean space R and the space Sym( ) with the metric d(A, B) := A − B . The set of all matrices A which correspond to points of the bi-cone Γ is therefore itself a bi-cone in Sym( ) which in the following will be identi ed with Γ .
In Table 1 , we present 15 out of the 16 basis colours of the HTML 4.01 speci cation [41, Section 6.5]. We list the colour names, the (normalised) RGB-values, the coordinates of the point located in the coloured bi-cone, and the matrix representation. Note that the colour name "green" is denoted by "lime" in this speci cation.
. A Simple Example for Suprema of Matrices Representing Colours
In this section we provide an example that demonstrates the di erence between the suprema obtained as limits of quantiles for α → according to Theorem 1 in the case of the three matrix norms under consideration. Moreover, this example motivates a further investigation on the ranges of suprema, in ma, and quantiles for matrices representing colours which will be carried out in Subsection 3.3.
Consider the following (k + )-tuple (k ≥ ) of symmetric × -matrices:
with
where the notation A(x, y, z) refers to (19) . In the colour space model, X represents Lime (saturated green), X is Blue, and X is Red. For the following remember that a symmetric × -matrix is positive semide nite if and only if both its trace and determinant are nonnegative. Notice also that the trace of each X i above is zero.
The set U(X) of upper bounds of X w.r.t. the Loewner order therefore consists of all matrices Y = a c c b for which a + b is nonnegative and the following inequalities (from the determinant part of the positive semide niteness criterion) hold:
These inequalities simplify to 
We are interested in minimisers of
within this set U(X), where · is the nuclear, Frobenius, or spectral norm. Due to the convexity of the objective function (30), the convexity of U(X) and the symmetry of the conguration w.r.t. the symmetry plane ε between X and X , these minimisers will certainly be located on ε: Assume there were no minimiser on ε. Then there would exist a minimiser Y * outside ε. By re ecting the entire con guration on ε, the set X is mapped onto itself. Thus, the same is true for U(X). The minimiser Y * is mapped to Y ** which lies on the other side of ε, satis es E(Y ** ) = E(Y * ) and belongs to U(X), too. By
and by convexity of (30), we have
which in the "<" case contradicts the minimising property of Y * , or in the "=" case ensures that Y • , too, is a minimiser, contradicting the assumption that there were no minimiser on ε.
Since X and X di er just by swapping a and b, the plane ε is given by a = b. Eliminating therefore b from (27)- (29), we have the two inequalities
.
. Nuclear Norm Case
The two bounding curves in the c-a plane
Left of this point, (35) is above (36) and decreasing; to the right, (36) is above (35) and increasing. As a is half the trace of the matrices, we nd the minimiser of (30) with nuclear norm in U(X) at the intersection point; it is
(which is the White point in the colour space model, as expected).
. . Frobenius Norm Case
Let us turn now to minimise (30) with Frobenius norm in U(X). Due to the symmetry of the con guration with regard to the plane ε, the minimiser must belong to ε. Further, the minimiser will be located on the boundary of U(X). The intersection of this boundary with ε is given by the curves (35) for c ≤ and (36) for c ≥ . One can easily check that c < with the corresponding a(c) from (35) always yields larger values of the objective function than c = . Therefore the sought minimiser must eventually be located on the curve (36) for c ≥ . Setting therefore
with a(c) given by (36), we have that
and nally
This function is obviously increasing for c ≥ √ / , such that we need to seek minimisers c
, where e (c) is continuously di erentiable with
Note that also e ′ (c) is monotonically increasing with c. For k ≤ , we see that e ′ ( ) ≥ , such that e ′ (c) is
. In this case we see therefore that the desired minimiser is c * = as for the nuclear norm before. For k ≥ , equating (42) to zero yields, after multiplication with the common denominator, the condition
Numerical solution of this equation leads to the values presented in Table 2 . 
and thus
The function e∞ is increasing for c ≥ 
from which the values in Table 3 can be computed.
. Ranges of Quantiles for Matrices Representing Colours
In order to apply the supremum, in mum, and quantile de nitions for symmetric matrices from Section 2 for the processing of colour data, it is necessary to study the ranges of the results of these operations if the input matrices come from the bicone Γ that represents the colour gamut. The example in Section 3.2 already indicates that these values are not necessarily contained in Γ .
For the following, we use again the notation A(x, y, z) from (19) . For A = A(x, y, z) we denote further by C+(x, y, z) ≡ C+(A) the cone of matrices B ∈ Sym( ) with A B in the Loewner order, and by C−(x, y, z) ≡ C−(A) the cone of matrices B ∈ Sym( ) with B A in the Loewner order. With these notations, Γ = C+( , , − ) ∩ C−( , , ). As a further notation, we de ne Z := {B(x, y, z) | x + y ≤ }, the unit cylinder around the z axis.
In [5] it was proven that the suprema (8) and in ma (9) of matrices from Γ are always contained in the Frobenius unit ball B, i.e. the set of those matrices whose Frobenius norm does not exceed , which is by the isometry from Section 3.1 identi ed with the unit ball in the (x, y, z) space.
More precisely, the range of suprema (8) for X ⊂ Γ is B ∩ C+( , , − ), whereas the range of in ma (9) is B ∩ C−( , , ).
In the following we show that all α-quantiles based on the nuclear norm lie in the ball B, and describe also the corresponding ranges for quantiles based on the Frobenius and spectral norms. The example from Section 3.2 already indicates that Frobenius and spectral suprema need not to be in B.
Proposition 2. Let X = (X , . . . , X k ) be a tuple of matrices from Γ , and α ∈ [ , ].
(a) For quantiles based on the nuclear norm (including the limit cases α = , α = ), one has
(b) For quantiles based on the Frobenius norm, one has
(c) For quantiles based on the spectral norm, one has
Remark. Note that in the case of the Frobenius norm (b), the median (α = / ) is constrained to
In contrast, for the nuclear norm (a) the median is constrained only to Q + ∪ Q − = B. Indeed, there exist con gurations X of matrices from Γ such that k i= Y − X i , the objective function of the nuclear median, admits minimisers outside Γ . One can prove that such cases must always be degenerate in the sense that the minimiser is non-unique. In such a case there exists also a minimiser within Γ , compare the result in [40, Prop. 4] . In the case of the spectral norm (c) even such a weaker statement is not true. Here the upper and lower range Q +,− ∞ alone constrain just the supremum and in mum; for quantiles inbetween we can only be sure that they are in the union of these ranges. Indeed, for certain input data from Γ there might even be a unique spectral median outside Γ ; the example from [40, Sec. 2.2.4] can easily be adapted to see this.
The proof of Proposition 2 is given in Appendix B. In Figure 2 we illustrate the surfaces of the maximal possible ranges for the three di erent quantiles based on the nuclear, Frobenius, and spectral norm distinguishing the case α ≥ / and α ≤ / . As we can see, the set Q − is the mirror image of Q + with respect to the x-y plane. The same is true for the sets Q 
. From Symmetric Matrices to RGB Triples
Concerning the converse transform, i.e. from matrices to RGB triples, it is straightforward to invert the previously described transform, compare [4] . However, in the context of quantile and gradient computation, additional di culties arise. First, according to Proposition 2, quantiles are situated in the sets Q +,− , ,∞ which exceed the gamut Γ . In order to represent quantiles by colour values in Γ , matrices need to be mapped back to this gamut. We will deal with this task in Section 3.4.1, following the approach taken in [5] .
Second, a straightforward approach to de ne quantile-based gradients as di erences of quantiles would again lead to values outside Γ . Relying again on a strategy already proposed in [5] , we will address this problem in Section 3.4.2.
. . Invertible Maps Between Quantile Ranges and Colour Gamut
We turn now to constructing invertible maps between Γ and the ranges Q
In the case of the nuclear norm, the maps from [5] can be applied immediately. In the following proposition and corollary we repeat these and state analogous maps for the Frobenius and spectral norm cases. 
with the scaling factor λ de ned by
The inverse of Φ is given by
with the scaling factor λ de ned by (58), and maps Γ bijectively to Q ± . Hence, we have
(b) For the case of the Frobenius norm, p = , the mapping Φ given by
with the scaling factor λ de ned by (61), and maps Γ bijectively to Q ± . Hence, we have
(c) For the case of the spectral norm, p = ∞, the mapping Φ∞ given by
with the scaling factor λ∞ de ned by
with the scaling factor λ∞ de ned by (64), and maps Γ bijectively to Q The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix C. An alternative to the map Φ − has been introduced in [5, Corollary 4.3] . This map, called Θ, has the advantage of mapping points outside the bi-cone close to the surface of the bi-cone, whereas points situated in the bi-cone stay almost unchanged. Similarly, we can now construct maps Θp using λ ∈ [
, ], or λ∞ ∈ [ / , ] which are given by (58), (61), and (64), respectively. First, we de ne for p ∈ { , , ∞} the functionsλp :=λp(x, y, z) bŷ
where q ≥ is a real number that can be set as a free parameter. 
where the factor µ is the unique real solution of the equation
Here, the parameter q in (69) is the same as in (66).
Note that we have to solve equation (69) numerically by a root nding algorithm and that there is only one root. The choice q = already recommended in [5] satis es our needs. In this case, equation (69) involves a polynomial of degree .
Finally, note that we have to apply the map Θ − p after we calculate a quantile Qα,p with p ∈ { , , ∞} to ensure that the result is in Γ .
. . Gradient De nition via Einstein Co-subtraction
As already mentioned, the di erence of quantile matrices from any of the ranges Q In order to obtain values that can be represented as colours, [5] therefore de nes the morphological gradient not via the standard subtraction of the supremum (8) and in mum (9) but instead by the so-called Einstein co-subtraction (similar to a relativistic subtraction of velocities, see for example [23, 26] ). Note that the supremum and in mum in this case reside in Q ± ≡ B. For symmetric matrices A, B ∈ B, the Einstein co-subtraction is de ned as [5, Sec. 5]
and it satis es A B ∈ B.
We can apply this operation straightforwardly when using quantiles based on the nuclear norm. We dene therefore the quantile-based gradient D γ, (X) for γ ∈ ( , / ) as
with values in B.
To de ne quantile-based gradients based on the Frobenius and spectral norm, we map the quantiles Q / ±γ,p for p ∈ { , ∞} from Q 
Formally, this de nition subsumes (71) and can therefore be used uniformly for p ∈ { , , ∞}. Since Dγ,p(X) always belongs to B, it can be mapped to Γ via Θ − from (67) and nally be represented in the RGB colour space, with grey (r = g = b = / ) as neutral value. Like their scalar-valued counterpart, colour morphological gradients can be expected to be useful for edge detection.
Amoebas
In order to extend our previously de ned colour quantile and quantile gradient lters into adaptive morphological lters, we use amoebas as structuring elements. This section is therefore devoted to the construction of amoebas using spatial distance and image contrast (tonal distance). The construction presented here basically follows [14] where Lerallut et al.'s original amoeba framework [15] was adapted to symmetric matrices as data values. However, unlike in [14, 15] , where spatial and tonal information were combined via an L sum, and spatial distance measurement itself is based on 4-neighbourhoods, we use in this work an L spatial-tonal sum with spatial 8-neighbourhoods as in [36, Sec. 4.3] . The latter are preferred for their better approximation of Euclidean distance in the image plane; note however that continuous-scale arc length could be approximated even better by more sophisticated approaches, see [2, 10, 13] . Regarding alternatives for how the spatial and tonal distances could be combined, see also [33] (in univariate formulation).
. Amoeba Metric
Let a matrix eld F over a discrete image domain Ω be given, such that F i ∈ Sym( ) denotes the data value assigned to the pixel location i ∈ Ω. Let (x i , y i ) be the spatial coordinates of pixel i. We introduce an amoeba metric d A for pairs (i, i ′ ) of adjacent pixels (where adjacency can be horizontal, vertical, or diagonal, thus 8-neighbourhoods are used) by
which is an L sum of the Euclidean distance of i and i ′ in the image plane, and the distance of their data values weighted with β > . Distances of data values are measured by a suitable matrix norm; when using amoebas in conjuction with median or quantile lters, it is preferable (albeit not compulsory) to use the same matrix norm in the amoeba distance (73) as in the objective function from (2) or (13), respectively.
. Construction of Amoeba Structuring Elements
To construct a structuring element around some given pixel i ∈ Ω (refer to Figure 3(a) ), we consider paths P = (i , i , . . . , i k ) starting at the given i with i j ∈ Ω such that each two subsequent pixels i j , i j+ are adjacent in Ω horizontally, vertically or diagonally (thus, 8-neighbourhoods are used). An example is shown in Figure 3 (b). We measure the length of such a path P using the amoeba metric introduced above as
A pixel i * ∈ Ω is included in the amoeba structuring element around i if and only if there exists some index k and a path P starting at i and ending at i k = i * with L(P) ≤ ϱ. This procedure is repeated for each pixel i to generate a complete set of structuring elements for the given matrix eld. Refer to Figure 3(d) for an illustration. The amoeba construction has two free parameters: the amoeba radius ϱ > and the contrast scale β > . Note that the path length L(P) equals the Euclidean length of P in constant image regions but the more data variation is met along P, the more L(P) exceeds the Euclidean path length. As a consequence, structuring elements adapt to image structures, extending preferredly towards locations with similar data values, but avoiding to cross strong contrast edges.
Experiments
In this section we demonstrate the e ect of our matrix-based colour quantiles and quantile gradients using three test images, see Figure 4 (a), Figure 8 (a) and Figure 10(a) . From the nature of the lters in question, it is expected that α-quantile lters for α = . . . provide a gradual transition from erosion via median to dilation. Quantile gradients are expected to highlight colour edges with high sensitivity to colour di erences, making them usable as a building block for colour image edge detection. Up to some α-dependent scaling colour quantile gradients should yield similar results as the classical Beucher gradient, but possibly with increased robustness. Amoeba versions of both lter classes are expected to improve the sharp edge preservation over their non-adaptive counterparts.
. Numerical Remarks
For a given tuple X of symmetric × matrices, the computation of α-quantiles involves the minimisation of a convex function on Sym( ), see (13) . For the computation of multivariate medians, α = / , several algorithms have been proposed in literature, such as a gradient descent algorithm with step-size adaptation [38] , a convex cone programming approach [35, 40] or the algorithm from [29] , a modi cation of Weiszfeld's iterative weighted-mean algorithm [31] . Whereas generalisations of these algorithms to matrix-valued quantiles could be an option, they are not straightforward. In this section we use therefore a slow but accurate hierarchical grid search, and leave the development of e cient numerics for matrix-valued quantiles as a topic for future research.
Amoeba structuring elements are computed using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [9] on the edgeweighted graph obtained from the pixel grid with 8-neighbourhoods and the edge weights given by the appropriate amoeba metric. Figures 4(b-l) show the results of α-quantile ltering including erosion and dilation as limit cases with Frobenius norm and a non-adaptive structuring element applied on the rst test image, where in the quantile lters α is varied in the range . to . . The gradual transition from erosion to dilation is evident. Colour tones are preserved in a visually appealing way across the parameter range. Figures 5(a-f) and (g-l) present ltering results for the same test image but with the nuclear and spectral norms, respectively. The erosion (a) and dilation (f) with nuclear norm correspond to the operators from [4] . Despite minor di erences in detail, the overall behaviour is analogous to the lters computed with the Frobenius norm.
. Quantiles and Gradients with Nonadaptive Structuring Elements
In Figures 6(a-d) we display quantile gradients D α, computed using the Frobenius norm for the same test image and γ from . . . . . , while (e) represents the Beucher gradient based on dilation and erosion with Frobenius norm as the limit case. Remember that grey (r = g = b = / ) represents a zero matrix, thus also zero gradient. Colours brighter than that correspond to matrices of larger trace. By the construction of the morphological (quantile or standard Beucher) gradients, this is naturally the case for all their values. Figure 6 (f) marks four locations in the image domain: Pixel A is located on an edge as evident from the gradient data; pixel B is located slightly o the same edge; pixel C is placed in an area where colours vary slowly but do not feature sharp edges; pixel D resides in an almost at area. Figures 6(g-i) show two quantile gradients D α, computed using the nuclear norm, and the corresponding Beucher gradient. Figures 6(j-l) present quantile gradients Dα,∞ based on the spectral norm, and the corresponding Beucher gradient. Like in Figures 4 and 5 , it is observed that the lter results computed using nuclear, Frobenius and spectral norm are visually largely comparable. Furthermore, it is evident that despite using the same structuring element across the series in Figures 6(a-e) and (g-l) , the quantile gradients with smaller γ are not just gradients with reduced contrast; instead, they are sharper than those for larger γ or the standard Beucher gradient. This is consistent with the fact proven in the univariate case [36] that α-quantiles approximate the same continuous process as dilation or erosion but at a reduced speed; thus using quantiles with γ closer to / in computing the gradient has a similar e ect as a smaller structuring element but without the increased noise sensitivity of such a smaller structuring element. Figure 6 (f), we illustrate in Figure 7 the dependency of their respective colour quantiles Q α, (computed with the Frobenius norm and the same structuring element as in the preceding experiments) on α. The plots in the upper row represent the coordinates x, y, z of the intermediate colour space as functions of α. For the edge pixel A, the resulting curves have essentially a sigmoid shape centred at the median (α = . ). For the nearby pixel B, similar curve shapes are observed but the in ection point of the sigmoid is shifted to α ≈ . . Simultaneous consideration of quantiles across a suitable range of α could therefore be used for precise localisation of edges. For pixel C, it is visible that its quantiles vary almost linearly with α, while for pixel D they are essentially constant, as could be expected. The bottom row of Figure 7 shows the projections of the trajectories of Qα for pixels A-D in the (x, y, z) space to its three coordinate planes. The almost linear shape of the curves con rms that colour quantile gradients D γ, for di erent γ di er mainly in amplitude but not in their direction in colour space. It is also evident that the variation of quantiles, and thus the gradient, is largest on and nearby the edge, smaller for the slope region around C and very small in the homogeneous region at D.
For the four locations marked in
Figures 8 and 10 demonstrate non-adaptive quantiles and gradients on two further test images. The test image in Figure 10 (a) has also been used by [27] . For a qualitative comparison, Figures 9 and 11 show results of dilations and erosions using the group-invariant frame algorithms from [27] and [28] . In Figures 8-11 the same non-adaptive structuring element as in Figures 4 and 5 has been used.
As one can see, all results for dilation and erosion are quite similar to our results with the exception of the rotation-invariant frame approach (note that we have not used a gamma correction). Compare for example the near-dilation quantile result of Figure 8 (f) with the dilation results of Figures 9(a, c, d ) as well the nearerosion quantile result of Figure 8(b) with the erosion results of Figures 9(e, g, h) . We obtain quite similar results with a few marginal di erences as one can see for example for the colour of the three dots in the upper left corner. Note that the result for dilation and erosion using the rotation invariant frame is the same which is due to the back projection (see also [28] for a discussion).
Note that the di erences for the various invariant frame approaches are better visible in Figure 11 evidenced by the fact that we obtain (as expected) colour artifacts for the saturation-invariant as well as for the saturation-hue-invariant frame approach. The reader is speci cally referred to Figures 11(c, d ). Again our results given in Figure 10 (d) and Figure 10 (b) are comparable with the hue-invariant frame results given in Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11 (e), respectively.
. Quantiles and Gradients with Amoebas
Turning to adaptive ltering using the amoeba framework, we show in Figure 12 quantile ltering of the same test image as in Figure 4 but replacing the non-adaptive structuring element of radius with amoebas of radius ϱ = . Thus, the same structuring elements as in the non-adaptive case result in homogeneous regions, while the lter e ect is attenuated where contrasts prevail. Frames (a)-(d) of Figure 12 show quantiles based on the Frobenius norm for α in the range . to . and amoeba contrast scale parameter β = , while (e) and (f) vary the contrast parameter. As expected, amoeba ltering gives sharper results than non-adaptive lters but this e ect goes away when β is chosen smaller (e). Increasing β to , see Figure 12 (f), does not result in much additional sharpness of the result. Figures 12(g-j) show amoeba quantiles with the nuclear norm for the same values of α and β as in (ad). Note that also the amoeba structuring elements were now computed using the nuclear norm. Finally, Figures 12(k, l) show amoeba quantiles with the spectral norm for α = . and α = . for β = . Again, the amoeba structuring elements were constructed with the same spectral norm. Comparing the results, it is evident that even despite the change of the underlying norm in both the amoeba and quantile computation the overall ltering e ect is largely similar. Figure 13 shows amoeba colour quantile and Beucher gradients of the same image. Again, the results in the top row were generated with the Frobenius norm in both the amoeba and quantile computation. Figures 13(a-d) use the same contrast scale β = to demonstrate how the amplitude of the gradient image increases from small to larger γ. Note how in all cases the amoeba method achieves sharper localisation of edges compared to the non-adaptive approach. In (e) and (f) variation of β is shown. Again, β = appears too small for the amoeba procedure to take substantial e ect. In contrast, β = suppresses the lter at edges so much that edges almost cannot be detected in the ltered image while the moderate contrasts within smooth regions survive. Figures 13(g, h) show amoeba quantiles based on the nuclear norm, again with β = . This series is completed by Figure 13 (i) that represents the Beucher gradient for the nuclear norm. Figures 13(j-l) show amoeba quantiles with the spectral norm. Once more, the overall ltering results di er little between the three di erent norms. A comparison of frames (d), (h) and (l) which share the same parameters γ = . , β = , suggests that bright lines representing edges of the original image are slightly sharper with the nuclear norm than with the other two norms which can be attributed to the slightly smaller structuring elements. Figure 14 demonstrates the amoeba quantile and gradient lters with Frobenius gradient on the test image from Figure 8 Note that unlike in the non-adaptive case, see Figure 8 , where the dilating or eroding e ect of quantiles is signi cant, the amoeba quantile ltering results in Figures 14(a-c) keep sharp edges fairly well in place, while at the same time some smoothing together with a darkening (α = . ) or brightening (α = . ) takes place. Given that also the colour tones are fairly well preserved, the amoeba quantile lters lend themselves as robust operators for adjusting image brightness. The e ect of varying contrast scale parameter β is demonstrated in Figure 14 (e, f) for the quantile with α = . and Figure 14(g, h) for the quantile gradient with γ = . , con rming the ndings from Figures 12(e, f) and Figures 12(e, f) , respectively: Lowering β to again makes the lters almost non-adaptive, whereas β = almost suppresses any ltering across contrasts. 
-Bottom row, left to right: (g) Amoeba quantile ltering using nuclear norm for amoeba and quantile computation, α = . , contrast scale β = .
-
-(k) Amoeba quantile ltering using spectral norm for amoeba and quantile computation, α = . , contrast scale β = .
-(l) α = . , β = . -Adapted and extended from [39] . 
-(e) γ = . , β = .
-(f) γ = . , β = . Bottom row, left to right: (g) Quantile gradient using the nuclear norm in amoeba and quantile computation, γ = . , β = . -(h) γ = . , β = .
-(i) Amoeba Beucher gradient based on dilation and erosion from [4] , corresponding to nuclear norm, β = .
-(j) Quantile gradient using the spectral norm in amoeba and quantile computation, γ = . , β = .
-(k) γ = . , β = .
-(l) γ = . , β = . -Adapted and extended from [39] .
Summary and Outlook
In this paper we have extended the work from [4, 5, 14] on the application of matrix-valued morphology to colour image processing. Using the matrix-valued quantile de nition from [40] for various norms such as nuclear, Frobenius, and spectral norm, we have provided colour quantile lters that interpolate between erosion, median, and dilation, and can be used to obtain a variant of morphological gradients that combine good localisation of colour edges with robustness. The ranges of those quantiles using the di erent norms have been rigorously proven and new maps similar to [5] have been introduced to ensure the closure of the underlying morphological operations which is again proven in detail. Using the morphological amoeba framework [14-16, 36, 37] we have formulated image-adaptive versions of quantile and quantile gradient lters with favourable edge-preserving properties. Additionally, we have provided extended numerical results of our new approach for di erent quantiles and quantile gradients using di erent norms both for xed and 
adaptive structuring elements and compared them with the state-of-the-art group-invariant frame approach by [27, 28] .
Ongoing research is directed at further theoretical analysis such as the generalisation of the quantiles to the entire family of Schatten norms (5) with arbitrary ≤ p ≤ ∞. This investigation will involve the quantile ranges, the limit relation between quantile lters and dilation/erosion, as well as appropriate maps to ensure the closure of the underlying morphological operations. Further theoretical analysis will be directed at the interaction between structuring element radius, quantile parameter α, and the amoeba adaptivity in gradient computation. Also, e cient numerics for multivariate quantile computation will be a subject of future work. On the application side, the use of quantile gradient ltering in edge detection and image segmentation will be of interest, as well as the suitability of amoeba quantile lters for image brightness adjustment.
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A Proof of Theorem 1: Limit Cases of Quantiles
Throughout this proof, we set for abbreviation
where λ (Z) ≥ λ (Z) ≥ . . . ≥ λn(Z) are the eigenvalues of a matrix Z ∈ Sym(n) in decreasing order.
A. Proof of Part (a): Nuclear Norm
We start by de ning the index sets
The objective function to be minimised in (13) with nuclear norm for α := − ε becomes
whereX := ( /k)(X + . . . + X k ) in the last expression denotes the arithmetic mean of the matrices from X. Let Y * = Y * (ε) be the minimiser of E −ε , and δ be any real number with
Then we have
where |T−(Y * )| denotes the cardinality of T−(Y * ), and I is the n × n unit matrix.
Since by the minimiser property of Y * the value E −ε (Y * + δI) must be greater or equal E −ε (Y * ), we
If therefore ε < /(kn), it follows that T−(Y * ) is empty, thus Y * ∈ U(X). Since for Y ∈ U(X), equation (77) simpli es to
we see that
which proves statement (a) withε (k) = /(kn).
A. Proof of Part (b): Frobenius Norm
Using the same index sets as in the preceding part, and remembering the representation (4) for the Frobenius norm, the objective function from (13) with the Frobenius norm for α = − ε becomes
We denote again by Y * the minimiser of (83). Moreover, we denote by Y • := Q , (X) the minimiser of the objective function
within U(X), see (15) . Our proof proceeds in four steps. In Step Step 1. For δ as in (78) 
Regarding the minimiser property of Y * and sending δ to , it follows that
which after rearranging yields
Using ε
the right-hand side of (87) is estimated by
whereas the left-hand side of (87) can be estimated using
Combining (92), (87) and (89), and multiplying by the denominator, we arrive at
with a constant C that can be chosen independent on ε. Obviously, Y * + µI ∈ U(X) holds, which concludes
Step 1.
Step 2.
We notice that for all Y ∈ U(X) the set T−(Y) is empty, such that equation (83) simpli es to
We compute
where we have used the triangle inequality for · at the beginning of the last line, and nally substituted the new constant C = k √ nC . This concludes Step 2.
Step 3. 
, which by convexity of Esup continues to Step 4. Let now a su ciently small η > be given. If
which is certainly false for su ciently small ε. Thus, for any η > one can choose ε > such that Y * + µI −
Y
• ≤ η/ and µI ≤ η/ and therefore via the triangle inequality
which concludes Step 4 and thus the proof of (b).
A. Proof of Part (c): Spectral Norm
Here we choose the index sets
Thus, T+(Y) indexes those matrices X i for which the largest positive eigenvalue determines the spectral norm of f −ε (Y − X i ), while T−(Y) indexes those for which the smallest negative eigenvalue plays this role.
With the spectral norm, the objective function from (13) takes the form
We denote again by Y * the minimiser of E −ε , and choose a small positive δ such that T+(Y * + δI) = T+(Y * ),
(This is achieved if on replacing Y * with Y * + δI, all negative eigenvalues λ i,j stay negative, and for no inde nite Y * − X i , the order of ελ i, and −( − ε)λ i,n changes.) Then we have
and this has to be greater or equal E −ε (Y * ). Hence,
If ε < /(k+ ), the last expression is less than , such that T−(Y * ) must be empty, i.e. Y * ∈ U(X). For Y ∈ U(X), equation (100) simpli es to For the cases α = and α = the result is known from [5] .
B. . Quantiles with α > /
Consider now α ∈ ( / , ). If the quantile Y * := Q α, (X) is one of the matrices from X, it lies in Γ , and the statement is trivially true. Otherwise, we introduce the gradient vectors
for all i = , . . . , k for which Y * − X i has no zero eigenvalue. If this applies to all i = , . . . , k, the minimiser
If for some i ∈ { , . . . , k} one of the eigenvalues of Y * − X i is zero, the function Fα(Y − X i ) is not di erentiable at Y = Y * but there are uniquely de ned one-sided gradients
In this case, one can choose for each of these i a convex combination V i of V Notice further that for those i for which Y * − X i is positive de nite, V i points in positive z direction. We denote by T+ the set of indices from { , . . . , k} for which this is the case. For those i for which Y * − X i is negative de nite, V i points in negative z direction. Let T i denote the corresponding set of indices. As a result, the projections W i of V i to the x-y plane are non-zero only for i ∈ T := { , . . . , k} \ (T+ ∪ T−). If T is empty, then T+ and T− are both non-empty due to (105), implying that for any i ∈ T+ and j ∈ T− one has Y * ∈ C+(X i ) ∩ C−(X j ) ⊂ Γ , which proves the claim in this case.
If T is non-empty, we notice rst that the projections V i − W i of the vectors V i for i ∈ T in z direction point in negative z direction because of α > / and the construction of Fα. Due to (105), T+ cannot be empty, such that with j ∈ T+ we have
Since Fα(Y − X i ) is invariant under rotations around the line {X i + µI | µ ∈ R} (i.e. rotations in the x-y plane around X i ), it is clear that each of the projected vectors W i points radially away from the projection of X i . This implies that the projection of Y * to the x-y plane is in the convex hull of the projections of the X i with i ∈ T . Moreover, all matrices X i , i ∈ T are on the boundary or above the cone C−(Y * ). We can therefore choose for each i ∈ T some µ i ≥ such that X i − µ i I is on the boundary of C−(Y * ). Then, Y * is the nuclear norm supremum of the X i − µ i I. Since X i − µ i I ∈ Z ∩ C−( , , ), it follows analogous to the proof in [5] that
which together with (108) yields the claim (49).
B. . Quantiles with α ≤ /
The proof of the statement (50) for α ∈ ( , / ) is analogous to the preceding proof. For the median case, α = / , the proof for Y * ∈ Z as well as those for the estimates z ≤ x + y , z ≥ − x + y remain valid. However, as T+ and T− may now both be empty, neither Y * ∈ C−( , , ) nor Y * ∈ C+( , , − ) can now be proven as before.
Indeed, as pointed out in the remark after Proposition 2, there exist con gurations for which the nuclear median is non-unique. The argument from [40, Prop. 4] can be adapted to prove that in such cases the set of nuclear medians (i.e. all minimisers of the corresponding objective function) also contains a value from 
In the rst case, ∂C+(X i ) ∩ ∂C+(X j ) is a curve in a plane ε that is orthogonal to the x-y plane and separates X i and X j , and Y * is the minimiser ofφ(Y) on this curve.
In the second case, the convexity and rotational symmetry of C+(X i ) ensure that X i , Y * andX lie in a common plane ε that is orthogonal to the x-y plane; thus, Y * is the minimiser ofφ(Y) on the curve ∂C+(X i )∩ε.
We conclude that in any case Y * is the minimiser ofφ(Y) on a planar curve c := ∂C+(X i ) ∩ ε in a plane ε orthogonal to the x-y plane. We are interested in con gurations such that the minimiser Y * = A(x * , y * , z * ) attains the largest possible value z * for given x * , y * . This leads us rst to consider con gurations in which ε contains the z axis; without loss of generality, we can then assume that ε is the x-z plane, andX has a nonnegative x coordinate, and X i is on or above the x-y plane.
Denoting byX the projection ofX to the x-z plane, we havê
It can therefore be further assumed without loss of generality thatX =X is located in the x-z plane. Second, the point ( , , ) is always above or on the curve c; since we are interested in extremal con gurations, it can be assumed that it is on the curve. This implies that X i is located on the boundary of the cone C−( , , ).
Third, since the ascent of c is nowhere larger than , the ray from the sought minimiser Y * throughX, which is perpendicular to the curve, intersects the line z = z in a point inside Γ . ReplacingX with this point does not change the minimiser.
Fourth, any con guration that is left now (in which the z coordinates of X i andX are equal) is obtained by rescaling with A( , , ) from an equally admissible con guration in which X i andX lie in the x-y plane. We can therefore con ne ourselves to this case, and revert the rescaling in our nal result.
Let therefore X i = A(x , − x , ) andX = A(x , , ). The curve c is given by (x − x ) + − x = z and z ≥ z , thus z = x − x x + . The sought minimiser Y * = A(x * , , z * ) is therefore given by
together with
For xed x * > , we can vary x ∈ [x * , ] and x = x * − x ; the quantity z * becomes largest for minimal x , i.e. x = x * − which yields
To account for the rescaling made above, we notice that rescaling this curve about the point x = , z = with factors from ( , ) yields curves that lie entirely below it. Dropping our assumptions without loss of generality, we obtain for the general case the inequality
which together with the obvious fact Y * ∈ C+( , , − ) yields (52).
The bounds for the in mum (α = ) are proven analogously.
B. . Median Case
The Frobenius median (α = / ) is a convex combination of the input data and thus contained in Γ which yields both claims from the Proposition.
B. . Quantiles with α > /
Consider now a Frobenius quantile Y * := Q α, (X) with α ∈ ( / , ).
Once more we need to consider only the case Y * ∉ X. We de ne the gradient vectors 
As in the nuclear norm case before, the projections W i of V i on the x-y plane point radially away from the projections of the X i themselves; unlike there, these projections are now non-zero except for those X i for which Y * − X i is a scalar multiple of the unit matrix I. As a consequence, the projection of Y * is in the convex hull of the projections of the X i . We de ne T+, T− and T as before.
For the following we remark that all inequalities for suprema and quantiles that are considered here remain valid also if weighted suprema and quantiles are considered, i.e. minimisers of For i ∈ T , the positive eigenvalue is penalised less while the negative eigenvalue is penalised stronger. Comparing the vector V ′ i with V i , this means that V ′ i is rotated towards the negative z direction and possibly rescaled.
As can be expected, the sum of the vectors V ′ i will therefore no longer be zero; instead it will point in some direction with negative z component, indicating that Y * is not an α ′ -quantile of X.
We will now replace the tuple X and the weight vector w := (w , . . . , 
To achieve this goal, we proceed as follows.
For i ∈ T+, we setX i = X i andw i = ( − α)w i . For i ∈ T−, we setX i = X i andw i = ( − α ′ )αw i /α ′ .
For i ∈ T , we setX i = X i − µ i I with a µ i ≥ such that the vectorṼ 
Note that Y * −X i still has one nonnegative and one nonpositive eigenvalue. The weight is adjusted tõ
With these settings, we have obviouslyw iṼi = ( − α ′ )w i V i for all i, and thus (118), such that Y * is the weighted α ′ -quantile ofX with weightsw.
The setX may no longer be contained in Γ but since only some matrices have been shifted in negative z direction, it is still in C−( , , ) ∩ Z.
This procedure still works in the limit α ′ → − , with thew i for i ∈ T− going to zero, and the µ i for i ∈ T staying bounded. This implies that Y * is also the Frobenius supremum of a tupleX of matrices from C−( , , ) ∩ Z, and thus satis es the inequality (114). It remains to show that Y * ∈ C+( , , − ). To see this, we note that the above procedure to convert Y * into the weighted α ′ -quantile of a modi ed tupleX can also be applied with α ′ < α, where the µ i take negative values. In particular, setting α ′ = / allows to represent Y * as a weighted Frobenius median of matrices from C+( , , ) ∩ Z, and thus as a convex combination of such values. This concludes the proof of (52). The proof of (53) for α ∈ ( , / ) is analogous.
B. Proof of Part (c): Spectral Norm B. . Supremum and In mum Case
We start again by the case α = , i.e. the spectral supremum from (16) . Let Y * := Q ,∞ (X). 
either expression (123) or (126) for Fα(Y * − X i ) ∞ is valid (as they coincide then), while V i needs to be chosen as a suitable convex combination of (124) and (127).
To prove that spectral α-quantiles with < α < are contained in Q + ∞ ∪ Q − ∞ , we will follow a similar strategy as in the case of Frobenius quantiles by showing that the spectral α-quantile of a tuple of matrices from Γ can be represented as a weighted spectral supremum of a (di erent) tuple of matrices from C−( , , )∩ Z, and equally as a weighted spectral in mum of a tuple of matrices from C+( , , − ) ∩ Z.
To show the rst statement, we start by considering values α, α ′ with < α < α ′ < , and showing that Y * can be represented as a weighted α ′ -quantile of a tupleX of modi ed matrices.
To this end, we de ne for each i = , . . . , k the shifted matrix X i by 
which proves that Y * is a weighted α ′ -quantile of the tupleX := (X , . . . ,X k ) with weightsw := (w , . . . ,w k ).
As in the Frobenius case before, the procedure still works for α ′ → − , such that Y * is represented as a weighted supremum in the limit case. Since the matricesX i may lie outside of Γ but still in C−( , , ) ∩ Z, it follows that Y * is in Z and satis es z * ≤ + x * + y * .
The proof of the second statement, z * ≥ − − x * + y * , proceeds analogously by transforming Y * into the weighted in mum of a tupleX with weightsw. In this case, the δ i become negative, implying that the matrices ofX belong to C+( , , − ) ∩ Z. Combining the two steps, we conclude that Y * ∈ Q + ∞ ∪ Q − ∞ .
C Proof of Proposition 3: Mapping Quantile Ranges to Colour Gamut
We prove here the expressions for Φp for p ∈ { , , ∞}. Construction of the inverse map Φ − p is straightforward in all cases.
